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Have 
made 

buying a car easy?



• Americans buy 39.4 million used cars each year, 
versus the 17.3 million new ones; Used-vehicle sales 
are set to increase at a faster rate than new-vehicles 
by 2022

• Used vehicles in the market are getting younger than 
before, driven by a higher off-lease supply; By 2020, 
~60% of the used cars sold will be fewer than 3 years 
old

• Used car buyers spend an average of 9.8 hours 
researching online, whereas new car buyers spend 
around 7 hours

• Only 8% of the used-car buyers rely solely on face-to-
face interactions at the dealership, the rest make 
decisions after an intensive research online

• While 54% shoppers use the manufacturer’s website 
to research a new car, 90% of those buying used cars 
visit third party websites to decide

Source : Mckinsey.com, V12data.com

*Carvana, Fair, And Vroom 

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/automotive-and-assembly/our-insights/used-cars-new-platforms-accelerating-sales-in-a-digitally-disrupted-market
https://v12data.com/blog/25-amazing-statistics-on-how-consumers-shop-for-cars/


Online dealerships are quickly gaining popularity among 

those looking for an easy purchase experience - Easy to use 

websites, no haggling, best deals, paperless process and 

door delivery

▪ 54% Americans say they “love” being able to sell or buy a car from home

▪ 42% are fine buying a car without a test drive, if there is some form of 

guarantee

▪ 70% people who use YouTube as a part of their car buying process, are 

influenced by what they watch and the views

However, traditional (offline) dealers still have an 

advantage over digital entrants via their perception of quality 

and test drives

▪ 62% buyers say they will not purchase a car without test drives

▪ 52% feel they cannot trust the quality of a car unless they see it in person

▪ 46% are skeptical about finalizing a purchase, just after seeing photos 

online

▪ 31% express they do not want to go through the difficulties of returning a 

car 

▪ 61% feel they’re taken advantage of, as they are not aware of the 

background process and hidden charges

DEALER
VS. 

DEALER

Consumers are placing a stronger 

emphasis on access to 

information, transparency and 

purchase experience, while 

choosing their point of purchase

Source : Mckinsey.com, V12data.com

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/automotive-and-assembly/our-insights/used-cars-new-platforms-accelerating-sales-in-a-digitally-disrupted-market
https://v12data.com/blog/25-amazing-statistics-on-how-consumers-shop-for-cars/
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60% - 70% males dominated the audience segments for both offline and online buyers

▪ Online Audiences is largely a younger audience (Gen Z - 30% 

between 18-24), who are analytical and intrigued by new ideas

▪ They thrive on curiosity, excitement and self-expression and

value self-indulgence, self enhancement and openness to 

change

▪ Their choices are driven by efficiency as well as revelry

▪ Social media, brand names and online ads play a key role in 

their purchase decisions

▪ Audience segments cover all spectrums of age groups from 18 

– 55, who are assertive and goal-oriented 

▪ They seek liberty, practicality and structure

▪ They usually favor balanced, sensible and stable methods

▪ Among the different segments, automotive enthusiasts have a 

desire for newness whereas sports fans look for prestige

▪ Brand names as well as family & friends play a key role in their 

purchase decisions

Offline dealerships attract traditionalists & car enthusiasts; the 

convenience of online platforms is a big draw for a younger audience

PERSONALITY

TRAITS



Search & 

Awareness

Evaluation of 

Alternatives
Purchase Post Purchase Repeat purchase

Online

Offline 

Source : OneDealer
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Google search

Go through 
promotional 
content on 
brand sites

Visit customer 
review sites

Visit websites

Choose a brand

Compare car 
configurations

Book an 
appointment

Visit a dealer

Request for and 
take a test drive

Order 
connected 
services and 
service 
contract

Price offers, trade-in, 
financing and 
negotiations 

Place the 
order

Finalize 
paperwork

Get the 
delivery and 
start driving

Follow-up on 
the order 
progress

Enquire for 
after sales 
offers

Compare offers

Make an 
appointment

Get the car 
serviced

Contact for 
complaints/ 

issues

Decide to buy a 
new car from 

the dealership

Compare for a 
new vehicle

Benefit from 
attractive offers 
as a loyal 
customer

Word of mouth from 
friends, family and peers

Auto Magazines, T.V, 
radio and newspaper Ads

THE OF AN AUTOMOBILE CUSTOMER

https://www.onedealer.com/en/the-onedealer-ai-assisted-sales-workflow-explained/


78%

17%

WHY BUY 

A CAR?

5%

• BUYER: Families with children and pets

• NEEDS: Safety for children, sufficient seating space and flexible seats, 

adequate storage space for carrying luggage and groceries, backseat holders 

and pockets for carrying small necessary items, fuel economy

• PREFERENCE: SUVs or pickup trucks

• BUYER: Singles or couples without kids

• NEEDS: Fuel economy, roomy interiors, comfortable seat cushions, power 

seats, hands-free audio controls, automatic climate control, full power 

accessories, blind spot monitoring, adaptive cruise control

• PREFERENCE: Passenger cars

• BUYER: Anyone

• NEEDS: Tough tyres which can run at high pressures, good ground clearance, 

driving comfort, good suspension, temperature control, optional driving aids, 

fuel economy, safety features, adjustable seating and storage configuration

• PREFERENCE: SUVs, Off-Road Vehicles

FAMILY

COMMUTE

SPORTS

On social, most family cars where safety, 

comfort & storage are important. SUVs are on top of the shopping list



Design, Technology and Safety account for 60% of the 

to make a purchase decision

Buyers see design 

as a style 

statement, an 

extension of one’s 

personality and a 

way of flaunting 

one’s success

Digital features 

enhance the value-

for-money appeal 

of the car – hence 

buyers prefer 

features such as 

touchscreen 

infotainment 

systems, 

emergency 

braking, electrically 

adjustable wing 

mirrors, 360-

degree view 

cameras, keyless 

entry, navigation 

systems etc.

Increasingly, car 

buyers are taking 

into consideration 

the standard safety 

features before 

making a decision -

one of the main 

reasons why top 

end models are 

chosen over basic 

versions

Factors such as 

horsepower, 

torque, engine 

capacity, 

transmission, 

suspension and 0-

60 time are the 

basic metrics 

consumers gauge 

a car’s 

performance on 

Car buyers are 

looking for “more 

than basic” boot 

space and ground 

clearance, 

advanced features 

such as power 

driver seats, heated 

steering wheels, 

multizone climate 

system, smart 

suspension etc.

Buyers look at 

affordability, 

profitable deals 

and better gas 

mileage for long 

term benefits

A widespread 

dealer network is a 

crucial deciding 

factor, as it means 

that the car can be 

easily serviced; 

factors such as 

service costs , 

easily available 

spare parts & 

accessories are 

important factors 

in the decision 

making

Car buyers mainly 

choose electric and 

hybrid variants as 

they can benefit 

from low-cost 

methods of 

transportation and 

reduce carbon 

footprint

21% 20% 20%

13% 11%
7% 6%

2%



Offline Online

SEARCH TRENDS
Impact of the 

Coronavirus 

pandemic

With increasing interest and awareness 
for online dealerships, exploring delivery 

proximity is the most popular search 
variable

Owing to the pandemic outbreak, search trends 

indicated a dip in March, as new car sales declined by 

35%

Online dealership websites had higher visit durations, 

of which a major chunk of social traffic was redirected 

from their experience videos on YouTube

Longtail search words, indicating purchase interests, 

focused on price specifications for offline and 

delivery for online

For offline dealerships, which already have a 
well-established customer base, searches 

around price specifications and car options 
are more dominant

*Website Metrics Carvana (Online)

Visits 21.26M

Device Distribution Desktop: 35%, Phone: 

65%

Visit Duration 00:05:43

Search Traffic Paid: 37%, Organic: 

63%

Social Traffic (Top) YouTube: 53%

TOP SEARCH WORDS

online car for sale – 100K to 1M

carvana vending machine – 100K to 1M 

carvana vending machine location near me – 1K 

to 10K

buy a used car online and have it delivered – 100 

to 1K

*Website Metrics CarMax (Offline)

Visits 31.89M

Device Distribution Desktop: 37%, Phone: 

63%

Visit Duration 00:04:48

Search Traffic Paid: 36%, Organic: 

64%

Social Traffic (Top) Facebook: 63%

TOP SEARCH WORDS

Ford dealership – 100K to 1M

used cars near me – 100K to 1M

carmax used cars under 5000 near me – 10 to 

100

carmax trucks under 15000 - 10 to 100

What are customers for online? Proximity & Collections



What did 
consumers 
takeaway from 
their experiences?

Offline Online

People

62%

Physical Evidence

Place

Price

Process

Product

Promotion

38%

44% 56%

33% 67%

46% 54%

25% 75%

46% 54%

37% 63%

*Total Percentage adds to over 100% due to multiple mentions



PROCESS

PHYSICAL 

EVIDENCE

PEOPLE

friendly

patiently answering queries

unprofessional 
and careless

Step-by-step assistance Incompetence in solving problems

failed promises

poor responsiveness 

to mails and calls

easy website navigation

PLACE

worth travelling to the 
store for take delivery

store proximity

PRICE

cheaper prices than 

offline

inflated listing chargesfair interest 
rates

extended time period for 
down payments

hidden charges

faulty down payments

flexibility for low credit 
scores

easy inhouse financing

biased pricing for inhouse financing

product hold-on fee

blind estimates

credit union facility

PRODUCT

part failures 

within few days

inadequate product info 
on the website

dents and peeled paint

smooth test drives

polished looks

“new” looking used cars

as described on the 
website

PROMOTION

easy 7-day returns

extended warranty and service care

roadside assistance

unfair trade offers

annoying marketing emails

on- spot trade-in payments

quick and efficient

technical Issues

end to end digital process

easy and fast paperwork
delivery reschedules

document
uploading failures

stress-free

purchase anywhere anytime

Verification process delays

informative and 
knowledgeable

attractive deals and offers

promotional calls

unavailability of stores 
in certain states

state-of-art vending 
machines in proximity



PROCESS

PHYSICAL 

EVIDENCE

PEOPLE

friendly and 
helpful

not answering calls

answering 
questions

dishonest and 
careless

detailed guidance
inadequate assistance

quick problem solving

timely response

unnecessary conversations 
during test drives

cannot solve issues even after 
multiple attempts 

clean and 
sanitized store

easy search filters 
on the website

PLACE

worth travelling to 
the store

very far and 
difficult to reach

PRICE

fair and competitive 
car prices

overpriced parts 

interest rates are 
higher than banks

good interest 
rates

easy financing options

hidden charges

financing delays

unfair credit payments

flexibility for low 

credit scores

reasonable and no-
pressure negotiations

low monthly payments

deceptive negotiations

stalling negotiations

delay in balance payments

fair service charges

PRODUCT

part failures 
within few days

inadequate product info 
on the website

unwashed cars

broken website link

smooth test drive 

polished looks

clean and fresh 
smelling

as described on the 
website

PROMOTION

attractive deals 

and offers

offers to make up for 

delays and technical 
shortcomings

extended warranty 
and service care

fair and detailed 
trade-in quotes

unfair trade offers

deferred discounts

doorstep trade-in

quick and efficient

delayed and incorrect 
paperwork

effortless and 
uncomplicated

fast and easy paperwork

pickup and delivery delays

deferring on test drive 
appointments 



What can we learn 
about the needs of 
the customer?



Powered by |         Cogent inCIghts

Customers feel that that in-person interactions 

facilitate quick and easy addressal of queries and 

issues without ambiguity or delays

Offline dealerships scored high personal 

interactions and received 1.6X more buzz 

Online dealerships on the other hand received 2X 

more negativity due to inefficient customer service 

which was the biggest hindrance, as well as several 

complaints on negligence, unprofessionalism and 

incompetence

KEY 
TAKEAWAY



Multiple levels of approvals and eligibility 

checks not only prolong the purchase process, 

but also increase the chances of errors, which is 

a major cause of frustration among offline

buyers

Contrastingly, the end-to-end online process 

with door-step delivery, makes the buying 

process refreshingly stress-free and convenient 

for online customers, driving 3X more buzz on 

social

KEY 
TAKEAWAY

Powered by |         Cogent inCIghts



The biggest advantage that offline dealerships 

have over digital entrants is the ability to 

physically analyze the cars and opt for on-spot 

test drives, before making the final payment

Online dealerships received 20% more negative 

reviews on this topic due to a quality gap in the 

product displayed and delivered. This resulted in 

additional cost towards spares and service

This is why most online buyers are highly critical 

when comparing product specs, stats and 

aesthetics shown on a virtual platform

KEY 
TAKEAWAY

Powered by |         Cogent inCIghts



Online dealerships received 50% more 

positive reviews than offline, by 

offering cheaper price and better 

interest rates.

Lack of transparent pricing was a key 

challenge among offline dealerships.

KEY 
TAKEAWAY

Powered by |         Cogent inCIghts



Attractive promotional offers such as 
“lowest-price guarantee”, “test drive 

incentive” and “free pick up/ drop off” 
were key highlights for consumers

Returns and cashback policies such as 
the “7 Day return policy” at Carvana 

helped customers ease into the 
purchase decision without pre-

purchase interactions

KEY 
TAKEAWAY

PROMOT

Powered by |         Cogent inCIghts



Both online and offline customers 
acknowledge that the time and effort invested 
in visiting the stores should justify the product 

and service quality

Receiving their cars from the state-of-the-art 
vending machines, is quite exciting for online 

purchasers

The limited availability of physical stores for 
online players is a prominent area of concern 
among prospective online buyers - exploring 
delivery proximity is the most popular search

KEY 
TAKEAWAY

Powered by |         Cogent inCIghts



Consumers expect purchase touchpoints 
(website and dealerships) to make them 

feel at ease

The need for clean and sanitized 
interiors is very important for offline 

dealerships, particularly in the current 
pandemic scenario

For online buyers, a good UI and easy 
search filters enable convenient 

comparison of products at the comfort of 
their homes

KEY TAKEAWAY

Powered by |         Cogent inCIghts



Thank You

Email us at connect@cogentinfo.com to learn how social intelligence can help your brand


